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Volunteer Feedback

A little bit about the Volunteers who responded:

We asked our volunteers to give us their honest feedback about their experience volunteering 
with Feed Nova Scotia. We had 127 responses to our survey. These are the results!
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69%
Have been volunteering 

for 3 years or less

12%
Have been volunteering 

for over 10 years

*all numbers are percentages*

What motivated our Volunteers to help Feed Nova Scotia?

1
2
3

81% of volunteers
wanted to make a difference in their community

44% of volunteers
wanted to occupy their free time

26% of volunteers
are passionate about Food Security

8%
of volunteers

have lived experience 
and that is why they 

want to give back!
Amazing!

How do our Volunteers rate us?

94% of volunteers
feel that Feed Nova Scotia has a 
positive climate

95% of volunteers
feel supported in their role

83% of volunteers
feel appreciated by their supervisor

93% of volunteers
feel appreciated by the Volunteer 
Services Team

94% of volunteers
feel communication is clear

85% of volunteers
feel comfortable expressing their 
questions and concerns

On average, our volunteers would 
neither agree or disagree that 
volunteering with Feed Nova 
Scotia has: Increased their self 
confidence; helped them to 
develop new job related skills; or 
encouraged them to increase their 
involvement in the community 

92%
of our volunteers
would recommend Feed Nova 
Scotia as a great place to 
volunteer!

of our volunteers can see 
themselves volunteering with 
Feed Nova Scotia Long Term!

66%Did you know?91%
of our volunteers shared that they not 

only donate their time to Feed Nova 
Scotia but also Food or Funds.. or BOTH!

61%
of our volunteers
say they LOVE volunteering with 
Feed Nova Scotia

37%
of our volunteers
say they like volunteering with 
us, but it could be a bit better!

Volunteer Quotes
"Volunteering with Feed NS feels more to me than just volunteer work, it's on the top of my list with my 

regular, paid job and I value it just as much!"

"Interacting with the staff and other volunteers is a pleasure. The commitment, belief and work that all 
connected to Feed NS does is a necessity for many. I recall speaking with a user of the service who 

identified that the phone call I made relaying that support would be provided was a blessing. It was 
heartwarming to know that there was a large team of people making a difference in the lives of others. I 

continue to strive to live life the way my parents and grandparents taught me and volunteering with Feed 
NS is one of the ways I'm able to do this. I feel truly blessed and inspired!"


